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Established in 1930 and based in Colchester, Illinois, Yetter 
Manufacturing Company is the industry leader in planter 
attachments that boost productivity and profitability. Yetter 
makes a variety of coulters, residue managers, precision 
fertilizer placement products, markers, and bulk seed 
handling devices.

Profitable Solutions for Production Agriculture

The two newest Titan™ models from Yetter 
Manufacturing are residue managers that producers 
with narrow rows can count on to perform. The new 
models give growers with 15-, 20-, and 22-inch row 
planters a floating residue manager option that many 
producers with 30-inch rows have utilized.

“The 2967-013 and -014 residue managers combine 
all the characteristics of Yetter Manufacturing’s 
most popular Short Titans with the residue clearing 
capabilities of the narrow-row residue managers, 
which have always been successful on 15-, 20-,  
22-inch rows,”  said Andy Thompson, a Yetter  
territory manager.

The 2967-013 and -014 residue managers power 
through even the toughest residue without causing 
undesirable soil disturbance. High-strength steel arms 
can be set to float and follow the soil contour. Or, 
they can be locked down to hold the wheels firmly  
in place.

Producers will find further flexibility in wheel settings as well—wheels can operate with one 
wheel leading or with both wheels parallel.  

The adjustment system on the new models makes depth control easy. An easily accessible 
handle located in the center of the unit enables adjustment without additional tools, saving 
producers time and therefore money.

As with all Yetter residue managers, these units can utilize the standard wheels, SharkTooth® 
wheels, or heavy-duty wheels, in addition to floater wheels. Models are available to fit Case IH 
planters or John Deere, Kinze, and White planters.  
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